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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to provide secure software using security
testing approach. The researchers have reviewed and analyzed the software
testing frameworks and software security testing frameworks to efficiently
incorporate both of them. Later, the researchers proposed to fully utilize the
acceptance testing in software testing framework to achieve by incorporating it
in software security testing framework. This incorporation is able to improve
the security attribute needed during requirement stage of software development
process. The advantage of acceptance test is to expose the system of the real
situation, including vulnerability, risk, impacts and the intruders which provide
a various set of security attribute to the requirement stage. This finding is
recommended to establish a baseline in formulating the test pattern to achieve
effective test priority.
Keywords: test pattern; software testing frameworks; security testing
framework; security requirement; software process.

1 Introduction
In software industry, the testing process plays a crucial role, as people try to find
defects of software [1]. The defects reflect the quality status of software on whether it
should be ready to release. According to Standish’s CHAOS Summary 2009, only
32% software was released successfully and others were neglected for many reasons
[2]. Among the reasons for the negligence is the existence of defects in the software
and thus, it is unfit to be deployed.
However, in the last few years, the industry is swamped with the term security
testing which is claimed to find vulnerabilities in software [3]. The vulnerabilities are
affirmed as any flaw that may be exploited by a threat. A research by US-Computer
Emergency Readiness Team (CERT) shows total of 6000 vulnerabilities was
cataloged in the first three quarters of 2008 [2].
Therefore, to control the situation, many researchers develop their own models or
frameworks to reduce the numbers of bugs and vulnerabilities as in [4] and [5]. This
paper analyzed two perspectives of testing (software testing and software security
testing) to analyze and propose the possible incorporation between the two in
software development process or also known as software development life cycle.
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The rest of the paper is organizes as follows: section 2 present related work of
testing and security testing. Section 3 discusses the analysis approach used to evaluate
the software testing and software security testing frameworks and the last two
sections present discussion and future work.

2 Related Work
Testing is a task in software development process. However, there are various
software development process style such as waterfall, V-shape, Rational Unified
Process (RUP), agile, and secure software development process as discussed in [6],
[7] and [8]. Therefore, the way testing is conducted within each style may vary. A
comparison analysis of software development process style is conducted to determine
the testing roles.
2.1 An Overview of Software Development Process
Software development process is a life cycle of developing software. A traditional
lifecycle consist of processes, namely as: requirement, analysis, design, coding,
testing and operation [6]. A modified lifecycle consist of business modeling process
(as in RUP), timeline and iteration (as in V-shape, spiral, RUP and agile). In this
paper, the process is also referred as stage to emphasis the element of sequence. A
fundamental stage of software development process was grouped based on similar
activities on both traditional and modified lifecycle as represented in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of software development model.
(√ = the respective stage exist is the software development style, Not stated = the respective
stage is not described or not exist in the software development style)
Stage

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Waterfall

Spiral

V‐shape

RUP

Agile

Secure
software
development

√
√

Not
stated
√

√

Requirement

Not
stated
√

√

Not
stated
√

Not
stated
√

Analysis

√

√

√

√

√

√

Design

√

√

√

√

√

√

Coding

√

√

√

√

√

√

Testing

√

√

√

√

√

√

Operation

√

√

√

√

√

√

Feasibility

As shown in Table 1, the Waterfall, V-shape, Agile and Secure Software
Development consists of six stages starting from the requirement stage. On the
contrary, the Spiral and RUP consist of seven stages including the feasibility stage.
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Each of the stage has unique roles with their own set of activities. Feasibility is a
stage of understanding the business concept; determine the objectives, alternatives
and constraints; and estimate monetary resources. Requirement is a stage of elicit the
stakeholders requirements within the project scope for what the system must do.
Analysis is a stage of breaking down the requirement into workable process. Design is
a stage of transforming the analysis into its architectural view, which may include
high level design and low level design. Coding is a stage of writing the programming
code into modules, test the individual developed modules (unit test), and integrate
with other author modules as a functional system. Testing is a stage of checking the
code implementation which covers various levels such as unit test, integration test and
acceptance test with the objective to find defects, fixed it, and later verify it with the
requirement. Operation is a stage of deploying the user accepted system into real
environment, provide training, get it exploited, receive feedback and perform
maintenance. The activities in software development stages are summarized as in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1. Activities in software development stages. Testing is a stage of checking the code
implementation which covers various levels such as unit test, integration test and acceptance
test with the objective to find defects, fixed it, and later verify it with the requirement.

Thus, given a typical or a secure software development process model, the testing
is a stage between coding and operation as shown in Fig. 1, and any dissatisfaction of
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testing stage require an assessment either at coding stage, design stage or requirement
stage. To further understand the testing stage, an overview of software testing
component is discussed in the next section.

2.2 An overview of Software Testing
Software testing (ST) is a process of executing a program to find the defects. Testing
involves searching for runtime failures and recording information about runtime faults
[9].
There are two basic components in ST. First is the test strategy which explains the
way a test is conducted; involve the reveal of the code. If the code is reveal, it is
white-box testing, else, it is black-box testing. If the code is used to design a test for
black-box testing, it is called grey-box testing. Second is the test level which address
the entire software development life cycle and each test level is a foundation of the
higher level. The three levels are unit testing, integration testing and acceptance
testing. Each level is viewed by programmers, designers, and business users
respectively [10]. Both, the test levels and test strategy are summarized as shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The basic components in software testing: a) test strategy consist of black-box, whitebox and grey-box, b) test level consist of unit test, integration or system test and c) acceptance
test.

The test strategy assists in accomplishing the test levels objectives. A unit test use
white-box testing strategy, integration test use grey-box testing strategy, and both
integration and acceptance test use black-box testing strategy [4]. The test strategy
and test levels chosen are guided by the test objectives, i.e. to answer why testers do
the test. Test objectives are the factors that classify a test into a specific test type as
described in [10] and [11]. The test level is viewed either by (involved) programmer,
designer or business developers. In short, basic testing components are test level, test
strategy and users.
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In order to show the importance of the testing stage, we highlight the expectation
of test: a) to find defect, b) fixed it and c) verify with requirement. Therefore, a
comparison of actual test result and expected test result must be conducted. Any
discrepancy of the two shall trigger the tester to trace the origin of error or fault.
The issue was pointed out as early as in 1970, when [6] proposed the manageable
waterfall software development by introducing skip-over the code and analysis stages
to design stage if the testing stage fail to satisfy the external constraints. In 1986, [12]
imposed the risk, prototype, review and evolutionary elements in spiral software
development. In their model, testing is a notion in more composite manner; known as
the test level. The test level describes the incremental of test consists of unit test,
integration test, and acceptance test. However, there is no clear guideline of where to
point back in case the testing result is not satisfied. It give the impression that coding
and design, which are the nearest adjacent stages to unit testing, are good candidates
for the purpose.
The same notion of test level is followed in V-shape model with illustration that
each test level shall correspond to the development process stages respectively [13].
RUP, the IBM popular software development, denote testing as the verification
process of all objects, integration and application requirements. Therefore, any
dissatisfaction in testing caused a revisit to the code and requirements as concluded in
[10] and [13]. In the iterative, incremental and user-centered agile software
development, automated acceptance testing is emphasized to keep the prototype
evolve in the next iteration [8]. The relatively new secure software development,
proposed a secure development process within four stages, namely as: requirement,
design, code and feedback [11]. The design stage consists of analysis and design,
where as the feedback stage is the deployment stage. Major test is done in code stage
such as risk-based security test and pent-test. Another secure software development
by Microsoft, combined both spiral and waterfall approach, outlined an extended
stage of testing named as verification stage prior to release and response stage [14].
Again, it is not clearly mentioned here, at which stage shall the developers return to in
the event of test discrepancy occurs. Based on the stage sequence and the artifacts
produced, the assumption is to check the code, design or requirement stage.
Currently, the aim of ST is to find errors or to verify test result with requirements
[15]. However, the complexity of software had emerged and invites unintended users
to penetrate the system. Hence, testing for boundary values only is insufficient to
guarantee system functionality and minimize potential vulnerabilities. As a result,
security testing is required to overcome this current issue.

2.3 Software Security Testing
The current practice of software security testing (SST) is to detect any defects that
contribute to the flaws exhibit in an application and always considered as an
afterthought concerns [11]. SST is concerns with two objectives: first, the test is
executes to find what should not happened within a system and second, is to disclose
any attack from intruders. The attack can breach the security by exploiting the
vulnerabilities (weakness) exist in the application. Therefore, the software security
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testing scope requires a tester to be equipped not only with testing expertise but also
with software security knowledge [11].
The distinction between ST and SST come in twofold. Firstly is on the second
objective of the SST, i.e. the existence of intruder or attacker element as discovered
by [1] and [16]. Secondly is on the existing research of ST which focuses on how to
combine the testing components to produce an effective testing result, where as SST
focus on how to eliminate the afterthought concern by incorporate the security aspect
into the whole software development from the beginning stage. It is debatable that ST
utilizes all the test components effectively and how SST could utilizes ST
components to achieve its objectives [16]. To the best of our knowledge, the position
of this SST within the current view on software testing diagram or vice versa is yet to
be determined. Thus, an analysis on software security testing frameworks needs to be
conducted in order to establish a comprehensive understanding of the SST within the
software development.

3 Analysis Approach
In order to obtain the perspective, an analysis of software testing and software
security testing frameworks is conducted

3.1 Software Testing Framework
Software Testing Framework (henceforth, STF) is an approach used to perform
testing as effective as it can [5]and [10],. As the testing phase of a software life cycle
is extremely cost intensive (40% of the whole budget) many researchers look into it
with various perspectives. A framework could consist of an approach, a technique or a
model. Generally, a testing framework execute using five steps: a) identify the test
objective, b) generate testing input using application’s specification, c) produce
expected output results, d) execute and validate the test cases, and e) amend the
application following with regression test [17] and [18]. The objectives of the test
shall consider the type of application (software) under test. For example, during a test
in web application software, the number of distributed users is enormous, an aspect
that need to be concerned.
In [4], they introduced meta programming in testing framework in order to reduce
the test preparation load by overcome the three challenges in testing i.e. poorly design
test cases, manual works and discrepant tools. They implemented the framework in
unit test and system test level. The tool was developed using Java. Meanwhile, [18]
and [19], proposed a multi-agent system architecture for automated testing framework
in distributed environment to deal with different type of users. The framework in [19]
focused on four properties during integration testing level, namely: interoperability,
compatibility, function, and performance. [20] proposed a new algorithm to verify
completeness and consistency property in web services . In an extended work of unit
testing framework, Diffut, run on Java to test the difference between two same inputs
using Rostra and Symtra [21]. A slight different domain, in electronic health records
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environment, introduce the Archetype Definition Language (ADL) in their testing
framework [22]. Next, in [23], an improve framework of regression test is
demonstrated in database application. The framework used DOT-select as it test tool
which is part of a larger Data-Oriented-Testing framework that is under development
at the University of Manchester. In another work, [24] explained the testing
framework for model transformation, that is to test the changes in graphical model.
The framework used an extended declarative language, Embedded Constraint
Language (ECL) for describing rules (applied in UML). [25] introduced a web
services test framework by mapping the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL)
to Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3 (TTCN-3) using a third party test tool,
TTworkbench. TTworkbench is the full-featured integrated test development and
execution environment (IDE) test automation.
The frameworks are selected based on as view by (involve) developer, such as unit
test or integration test or regression test. In order to review the framework, the
common fundamental aspects in software development are extracted. This research
discloses that the aspects used to determine the perspective in software testing
framework are programming language, tools, domain, standard, test level and test
strategy as summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Common aspect extracted from software testing framework.
( Not stated = the common aspect is not found in the reviewed framework)
Author

Common Aspect
Language

Tools

Domain

Standard

[4]

Java

Distributed

[18]

Object‐
oriented

JUnit, CUnit,
CPPUnit
Not stated

Not
stated
Not stated

[19]

Java

JADE

Distributed

[20]

OWL‐S

Not stated

Web‐based
application

[21]

Java

Rostra, Symtra

Not stated

[22]

Archetype
Definition
Language
XML

Not stated

[23]
[24]

[25]

Embedded
Constraint
Language
WSDL

JDBC
(DOT‐select)
Generic
Modeling
Environment
TTWorkbench

Web‐based
application

Unified
interface
standard
SOAP

Test
level
Unit test
Unit test
Integration
test
System test
Integration
test

Test
strategy
White‐box
White‐box,
Grey‐box

Not stated

Unit test,
Integration
test
Unit test

White‐
box,
Grey‐box
White‐
box,
Black‐box
White‐box

Distributed
Electronic
Health Record
Database

Not stated

Unit test

Black‐box

Not stated

Model
transformation

Not stated

Regression
test
Unit test,
Integration
test
Unit test

Black‐box
White‐box,
Grey‐box

Distributed,
TTCN‐3,
Black‐box
Web‐based
ETSI, ITU,
application
SOAP
JADE=Java Agent DEvelopment Framework, OWL-S=Ontology Web Language for Service, WDSL=Web Service
Definition Language, TTCN-3=Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3, ETSI=European Telecommunications
Standards Institute, ITU=International Telecommunication Union , SOAP=Simple Object Access Protocol

Based on Table 2, the programming language aspect explains any specific
language used in the framework, either as object-oriented or specific name such as
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Java, eXtended Markup Language (XML), ADL, ECL or WSDL. The tools aspect is
any assistant used to demonstrate the author’s chosen algorithm or techniques. The
domain aspect focuses the platform of the software development such as in general
(distributed or web-based environment) or specific (model transform, database or
others). The standard aspect composed of any policy adhere and enforced by the
author, such as access protocol in Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) TTCN-3or
unified interface standard for open source. For example, most of web-based or
distributed testing frameworks follow the standard used specifically in
communication. Regression test, a re-test after fixing a bug is noted significantly in
database application to maintain the database state whenever changes occurred. The
grey-box test is relevant in two scenarios, firstly is when the code was not directly
revealed such as in agent-based testing framework [18], [19] and model testing
framework [24], but rather is invoked by other metadata. Interestingly, the
methodology used such as waterfall or agile is not a major concern in these reviewed
STF.
The findings of the analysis is then summarized and mapped into the software
development stages as illustrated in Fig.3. Fig. 3 shows that test strategy is used to
support the unit test and integration test. It is noted that the test components
summarized in the testing framework (domain, language, tools and standards) limits
the test level conducted by only developer and designer (based on unit test,
integration test or regression test). These internal testers are claimed to assess the
design stage to compare the test result [10]. Consequently, this situation allowed the
review process to go as further as to design stage only.
Business user which is claimed to prefer review the requirement stage (as have
minimum knowledge in software design or programming language) in finding out the
discrepancy of test [13], is not yet engaged. The lack of business user involvement in
the reviewed frameworks had limit utilization of test level to system test. Another test
level, the acceptance test, only could be utilized in the existence of business users.
The diamond shapes in Fig.3 denote the defect-by-developer is defect found as test
conducted by developer and defect-by-designer is defect found as test conducted by
designer.
Hence, the aspects discussed in this software testing framework are addition to
existing testing components discussed in Section 2.2. Therefore, apart from test
strategy and test level, a testing framework also depends on language and domain
aspects assist by tools and benchmark by standards.
Based on the findings, this research proposed the issues tackled in the STF
framework are simplified into five objectives : a) to achieve the objective of test
(checking for completeness, consistency, interoperability as in [20], [22] and [24], b)
to optimize the test as in database state [23], c) to reduce the test load as in [4] and
[21], and d) to adhere the required test guideline (standard) as in [19], [20] and [25].
In order to add the essential security issue, an analysis of software security testing
framework is discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 3. The mapping of software development stages. The test components summarized in the
testing framework (domain, language, tools and standards) limits the test level conducted by only
developer and designer (based on unit test and integration test).

3.2 Software Security Testing Framework
Security testing framework (SSTF) is an approach used to test the security aspects of
a product [16]. Always, this framework is considered as an afterthought concerns, i.e.
the process only begin once the product is ready.
A comparison of security framework had been made by [26]. They compared
eleven frameworks from year range 1996 to 2004. They highlighted the needs for a
standardized methodological approach that taking into account security aspects from
the earliest stages of development till the completion. Another work was conducted
by [27] to summarize the security dimensions, such as cause, impact, and location,
encountered in security frameworks. However, there is still lack of research done of
how to integrate testing operation in software development process [28].
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For the purpose of this paper, we examined eight SSTF frameworks to disclose the
attributes involved. The frameworks are selected based on the security aspects
integrate or enforced within. The selected SSTF are Knowledge Acquisition Automatic
Specification (KAOS), Model Driven Security (MDS), i*, Secure Tropos, Security
Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) methodology, Security Requirement
Engineering Process (SREP), Security Requirement Engineering (SRE) and Threat
Modeling. KAOS started from cooperation between the University of Oregon and the
University of Louvain (Belgium) in 1990. KAOS is a goal-oriented software
requirements capturing approach in requirements engineering which has been
extended to capture security threat using it anti-goals [29]. MDS is a framework that
automatically constructing secure, complex, distributed, applications with the UML
integration [30]. The i* framework was developed for modeling and reasoning about
organizational environments and their information systems which later embed the
trust model [31]. Secure Tropos is an extended approach from Tropos. It explains a
formal framework to model and analyze security requirements that focus on
ownership, trust and delegation [32]. SQUARE, is a nine-step approach to elicit,
categorize and priority security requirement [33]. SREP which is similar to SQUARE
imposed the standards and policy enforcement (Common Criteria) within the
framework [34]. SRE is a framework to determine how adequate is a security
requirements [35]. There are particular frameworks that had been adapted into tools
such as Threat Modeling by Microsoft. The findings revealed that those frameworks
start their security consideration as early as requirement stage as depicted in Table 3.
Table 3. The stages focused in software secrurity testing framework.

(√ = the software development stage that the model focus on, Not stated = the model is not clearly stated
focus in this stage)
Software security testing
Stage
framework
Requirement
Design
KAOS (Security Extension
MDS (Model Driven Security)
i* framework
ST (Secure Tropos)
SQUARE
SREP
SRE
TM (Threat Modeling)

9
Not stated
9
9
9
9
9
9

9
9
Not stated
Not stated
9
9
9
9

As shown in Table 3, we scope our analysis into both requirement and design
stages for two reasons. First, according on a number of research [11], to have an
efficient cost, testing should start as early as possible in product development.
Second, to produce a general framework and suitable in any domain, an early stage is
prominence. Table 3 illustrates that in SSFT, security is a concern as early as during
the requirement stage. However, the requirement elicitation activities need a guideline
to present the software security vulnerabilities effectively. Software security
vulnerabilities are caused by defective specification, design, and implementation.
Unfortunately, common development practices leave software with much
vulnerability. In order to have a secure cyber infrastructure, the supporting software
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must contain few, if any, vulnerabilities. This requires that software be built to sound
security requirements. Therefore, we propose the utilization of ST activities into
SSTF to provide the attributes needed in constructing security requirements. The
details are discussed in the next section.

4. Discussion and Findings
This research shows that current analysis focuses three factors. First, the affected
stage - the STF concerns with on internal users and has tendency to review the test
discrepancy at coding or design stage via unit or integration test. On the other hand,
the SSTF required knowledge of security attribute to elicit its requirement as early as
at requirement stage. Second, the collection of security attribute - the knowledge of
security attribute is acquired based on SSTF objectives; to find what should not
happen in a system and to reveal any attack from intruders. These attributes sources
are best collected during the test level activities (unit test, integration test and
acceptance test). However, the reviewed STF limits the test conducted during unit and
integration or system test only. Consequently, the actual result does not reflect the
whole test levels carried out within a system. Third, the issues of complex system the issue of emerged complex system suggest that a system to be secure. On the other
hand, the current STF cover at least five objectives except for security (see section
3.1). Hence, there is a need for software security testing within the software
development stage. As a result, in this paper, we recommend to utilize the acceptance
test within the software development stage by integrating it with relevance unit and
integration test result. This integration shall provide a comprehensive test result to
support the testing process as early as from the requirement stage.

4.1 The Proposed Framework
Based on the findings, the three factors discussed previously are incorporate into the
software development stages to formulate a generic SSTF as illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig.
4 describes a testing process is guided by a test objectives, which denoted by
attributes such as completeness, interoperability and compatibility. During the testing,
all type of test strategy (black box and white box or both) is conducted depending on
domain and language used in code. The testing process is executing manually or
automatable assisted by tools. The actual output is compared with the expected output
derived from design specification [10]. Any comparison discrepancy is returned
during the feedback stage as review process. It is noted that the derived expected
output is bound to the design process; hence, any inappropriateness shall lead to an
inappropriate comparison at the feedback stage. Referred in Fig.2, ST activities
involve programmer, designer and business user. Any test levels that involve the
authors as the tester, the comparison is done alike – tracing the expected output from
design stage. The acceptance test which involves business user and actual
environment reviewed its test discrepancy between requirement stage and testing
stage.
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Fig. 4: Software Security Testing Framework. Any comparison discrepancy is returned during
the feedback stage as review process. It is noted that the derived expected output is bound to the
design process; hence, any inappropriateness shall lead to an inappropriate comparison at the
feedback stage.

This research proposes the incorporation of the software security testing
framework in software development by utilizing the software testing activities. The
analysis proves that the software testing activities which focus on internal user
(developer and designer) as tester has specific limit to overcome the test result
discrepancy. Furthermore, the actual environment contributes to the existence of
possible intruders which is important in security testing. As a result, the acceptance
test which utilizes the business user and the actual environment is recommended to
assist the test result discrepancy assessment. In other words, to preserve the test result
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consistency and completeness, the test result is best compared with the requirement
stage.
In addition, the proposed framework consists of all stages in software development
that are, feasibility, requirement, analysis, design, coding, testing and operation as
summarized in Table 2. Therefore, the proposed framework can be used as a generic
framework for security testing in any software development life cycle.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, the software testing frameworks and software security testing
frameworks are reviewed and analyzed. Based on the findings, this research proposed
to fully utilize the acceptance testing in STF by incorporating it in SSTF. This
incorporation is able to improve the security attribute needed during requirement
stage of secure software development process. The acceptance test which exposed the
system to real situation, including vulnerability, risk, impacts and the intruders shall
provide a various set of security attribute to the requirement stage. Further
improvement should be done in identifying the security attributes during acceptance
test to generate a test pattern. This test pattern will further assist as a possible source
in eliciting the security requirement during the requirement stage of software
development. In addition, the proposed framework is expected to assist in tracing the
web security attacks via a specific case study to generate a relevance testing pattern.
The traceability process can be adapted in any other domain, such as in digital
forensic investigation during collection of previous incidents data.
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